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Jan Noble 
 Chairperson, MRAG Members Committee 

Maitland Regional Art Gallery

MEET

ARTEL ON-LINE 

If you are interested in getting ARTEL on-line 
only please contact MRAG reception. You will also 
receive flyers and brochures regarding exhibition 
openings, art classes and excursions by email. 

COMMITTEE

CHAIRPERSON: Jan Noble AM  
VICE CHAIRPERSON: Judy Henry 

SECRETARY: Gena Parker  
TREASURER: Alasdair Smart 
NEWSLETTER SECRETARY: Catherine Kingsmill  
GENERAL COMMITTEE MEMBER:  

Gail Johnston, Elizabeth McLaughlin  
PATRON: Robyn Parker MP  
COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE: Loretta Baker  
MRAG REPRESENTATIVE: Joe Eisenberg

Art Gallery and Gallery Shop hours: Tuesday - Sunday 10am - 5pm | 230 High St Maitland NSW 2320 | 02 4934 9859 | mrag.org.au

NAME  Jan Noble AM 
TITLE  Chairperson, MRAG Members Committee 
AGE  70+ 
LIVES  Largs 
FAMILY Extensive family in Singleton and Maitland

BACKGROUND 

Born In Singleton and raised in Glennies Creek, Jan had dreams 
of becoming a fashion designer but chose a career in nursing. Jan 
has had a significant influence on the health services and nursing 
education in Australia. During her working life she also graduated 
with a Bachelor of Arts, First Class Honours. It was here that Jan 
developed her skills in archaeology. She has served on numerous 
medical committees, boards, councils, reviews and task forces and 
is regarded as a doyenne of Nursing, Paramedical and Ambulance 
Education in Australia. In 1996 she was awarded an honorary 
Doctorate of Health Services from Charles Sturt University and in 
2010 was named a Member of the Order of Australia for service to 
the community, particularly through her contributions to the Hunter 
Region Botanic Gardens. Jan’s interests include travel, theatre, 
birdwatching, gardening and history and her collection of paintings 
and sculpture is comprehensive.

WORK EXPERIENCE

In the 1950s Jan undertook general nursing training at the 
Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children and then midwifery at the 
Women’s Hospital in Crown Street. She travelled overseas to work 
in Auckland, London and Paris before working as Matron in the 
Elizabeth Gates Nursing Home in Singleton. She then returned to 
the Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children where she became a Tutor 
Sister and eventually Director of Nursing until 1979. After studying 
paediatric hospital services in Europe, Britain and USA, Jan was 
recruited to become Commissioner for the Health Commission of 
New South Wales. She was then recruited to the committee which 
examined Hospital Services in South Australia. After convening 
the Review of Dental Services in NSW, she was appointed Director 
of Ambulance Education, laying the groundwork for the transition 
of Ambulance Education into the University sector and the 
establishment of the School of Paramedical Studies.

IN HER OWN WORDS

I’ve always had an interest in art and during my extensive overseas 
experiences I have spent many enjoyable hours visiting art galleries 
and museums. I’ve had a keen interest in history and archaeology 
since my youth. Since retiring I’ve led an active life in the field of 
volunteering at the Australian Museum, Birds Australia and the 
Hunter Region Botanic Gardens. I’m pleased to have the opportunity 
to assist in the wonderful work of Maitland Regional Art Gallery 
which provides such a great service to our local community and the 
art world in general.
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FROM THE CHAIRPERSON BY JAN NOBLE

The Annual General Meeting is the occasion for a review of the 
previous year’s activities and an opportunity to acknowledge the 
contributions by the many people whose efforts ensure the ongoing 
success of Maitland Regional Art Gallery.

To the volunteers a very special thanks for their support and 
willingness to undertake so many different activities both upfront 
at functions and behind the scenes. To Joe Eisenberg, Brigette 
Uren, Kim Blunt and Kate Bugeja thank you for  your support, 
encouragement and guidance. Thanks also to Gena Parker for her 
exceptional work as Committee Secretary, Lizzie McLaughlin for 
her specialist advice and Catherine Kingsmill for her assistance. A 
special thanks too to the outgoing Chairperson, Rosemary Keegan, 
to Vice Chairperson Gail Johnston and Treasurer Jean-Paul Ruelle for 
their oversight of Committee functions and activities during 2014.

Welcome to new Committee Members Alasdair Smart, Treasurer, 
and Judy Henry,  Vice Chairperson. Judy has been both a volunteer 
and member of MRAG staff and brings considerable knowledge and 
experience to the position  and the Committee.  A full list of Office 
Bearers appears on page 2.

The 2015 events program will include our popular bus trips - 
favourites such as Sculpture by the Sea and the Archibald Prize. 
Other destinations will be researched for inclusion in future 
activities programs to ensure both members and the public 
can continue to access interesting and educational events. The 
Print Sale, another popular event was again well supported and 
profitable. Free Art Sunday and Art and Dementia are both growing 
in popularity and much appreciated by participants, initiatives the 
Committee is proud to support.

At the November meeting the Committee agreed to fund a new and 
exciting program, Free Art January: 76 separate art activities over 
25 days during January 2015 and open to all ages. This new activity 
will overlap with and build upon an exciting event, the 2014 Archibald 
Prize exhibition on show at the gallery from 17 January - 22 February.

I look forward to meeting MRAG Members at the various functions 
throughout the coming year and hearing your responses to the 
activities planned by the Committee. Your interest and input will 
guide future planning and activities. It is an honour for me to 
serve on the MRAG Members Committee and I encourage you to 
introduce yourself and share with me your ideas and preferences.

With very best wishes for the Festive Season.

P H O N E :  0 2  4 9 3 4  7 2 6 4

G A L L E R Y  C A F É
T R A D I N G  H O U R S :

Tue - Sun | 7.30 am - 4.30 pm

SÉRAPHINE

(above left) Jan Noble  
speaking at the official Launch 
of the Summer Program
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On behalf of MRAG staff I welcome the new MRAG Members 
Committee into our family and commend new Chair Jan Noble 
AM on her contributions thus far. Impressive is a phrase many 
of us have already used adjacent to her good name and bodes 
well for the health of the Members in 2015. In the same spirit I 
acknowledge outgoing Chair Rosemary Keegan for the indelible 
role she played in raising funds for MRAG over the past 2 years 
through partnerships with organisations such as Rotary Club of 
Maitland Sunrise. Thank you.

I wish to pay particular mention to you, dear Members, for your 
role in starting off 2015 with a bang! Your support of the Gallery in 
recent times, no matter how small, has contributed to the staging 
of the inaugural Free Art January. Much like Free Art Sunday, the 
whole holiday month will be enriched with several activities (some 
76!!) for you all to enjoy – in groups, in families, or individually. 
This is our way of recognising your support of the Gallery in all its 
facets from volunteers, excitable children, brilliant minds, artistic 
ambition, collection legacies and community spirit to name but a 
few. This month is dedicated to you so I do hope you will find great 
pleasure in all on offer and share the experiences with your friends 
near and far.

2015 is an exciting year with many challenges and change. There 
are several events in planning stages that will support a slew of 
exhibitions, including The 2014 Archibald Prize Regional Tour in 
January, and one of which will see close to 300 artists involved 
in a singular exhibition titled The piano has been drinking. It is 
somewhat of a “last beg” exhibition to artists I have worked with 
over the last 40 years and will see them not only produce new work 
for no fee, but also donate to the Gallery’s burgeoning Collection. 
This is a huge exhibition that will reverberate for generations to 
come. Regardless the way the building or staff or even the City 
of Maitland may change, the Collections are everlasting and 
it is my honour to bring this show to you in my last months as 
Cultural Director.

The Members Constitution is under review as I pen this note to 
you. I encourage you to actively participate in shaping the direction 
of the Members either verbally to the front desk, formally to the 
Members or casually to volunteers as you choose. You are an 
energy almost three times the force of other regional galleries and 
have an indelible role in shaping the arts of the Hunter Valley  
– may 2015 be the year we break new ground!

(above) Official Launch of the Summer Program | 3 - 5pm, Saturday 29 November 2014

FROM THE DIRECTOR BY JOE EISENBERG
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MRAG members and guests were privileged to enjoy a great day at 
Sculpture by the Sea. This was the 18th year running of this largest 
public sculpture exhibition in the world, with works by 109 artists 
from 16 countries. The backdrop of the Tasman Sea, the coastal 
cliffs and the sands of Tamarama 
provided a perfect foil for the large 
scale works. 

MRAG trips are a great way for 
members to get together, make and 
renew friendships and sometimes 
engage in lively debate regarding the 
artworks we visit. It is always with a 
sense of wonderment that we view the 
outdoor sculptures along the coastal 
walk and marvel at the innovative use 
of materials and new media. Carved 
stone still seems to be the favoured 
material of the Japanese artists 
and recycled materials the basis for 
sociopolitical statements. Steel is 
ever popular in various guises as well 
as bronze while the use of plastics 
seems to be increasing. It is also with 
a great sense of satisfaction that we 
recognise some of our local sculptors 
represented in Sculpture by the Sea, 
most notably Braddon Snape with his interactive and provoking 
work nothin’ but sky, Will Maguire with his beautifully forged steel 
big man and Peter Tilley (now a member of the SxS Decade Club) 
with his cast iron and steel crossing the sky by boat. Particularly 

popular was Andrew Hankin’s gigantic polystyrene frying pan, 
we’re frying out here, a rare instance of an upscaled everyday 
object bearing relevance to its site. Peter Lundberg of USA took 
out the $60,000 Macquarie Group Sculpture Prize this year for 

his cast bronze form moulded from 
a collection of recycled metals, clay 
wood and plastic. He also won the 
major prize in 2012 for a large, cast-
in-concrete form which now stands in 
the Royal Botanic Gardens. 

Members made their way leisurely 
along the path and ended up 
at Mark’s Park to view the large 
range of small sculptures, many 
of them maquettes of the larger 
works on display. Delicious lunches  
accompanied by crisp white 
wines were enjoyed in a variety of 
restaurants along Campbell Parade 
while some of our group could not 
resist the traditional fish and chips 
on Bondi Beach. The trip raised 
$800 which the Members Committee 
contributes to the MRAG education 
programs. Our trip home was longer 
than expected due in part to the 

gridlock caused by traffic to the Sydney Town Hall memorial service 
for our great former Prime Minister and phenomenal patron of 
Australian Art, Gough Whitlam. The following  violent storm led me 
to believe the gods were mourning that great man too …

MRAGM COACH TRIPS BY CATHERINE KINGSMILL

(left) Philip Spelman, redtrumpet redtable, fabricated steel 2014. Image David Porter, (right) Michael Greve, breaching, redgum, spotted gum 2004. 
Image David Porter, (below) Braddon Snape, Nothin’ but sky, 2014
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As you know, Maitland Regional Art Gallery (MRAG) offers in total 
eleven exhibition spaces in three distinct wings across two levels. 
The exhibition program is vibrant and dynamic and is bound by an 
eight - ten week rotating exhibition cycle staggered across the 
eleven exhibition spaces. 

Exhibition highlights for 2015 include Kerrie Lester in a 
retrospective which looks back at her 40 year career of creative 
practice. Lester’s artwork has been shortlisted for the prestigious 
Archibald Prize no less than 16 times. This exhibition is supported 
by Australian Galleries and will feature many artworks held in 
private and from Kerrie’s own collection.

There will also be a series of exhibitions celebrating the career 
and influence of the MRAG Cultural Director Joe Eisenberg who 
will be retiring in 2015 from arts administration in public galleries. 
Joe Eisenberg has been a colourful and inspiring arts leader to 
artists and other arts professionals. Joe’s career spans almost 
4 decades and in that time has overseen the redevelopment of 
two regional art galleries, curated numerous exhibitions, inspired 
and been inspired by hundreds of artists and mentored dozens of 
arts professionals. The exhibition The Piano has been drinking is 

an exhibition in which over 200 artists have been invited to come 
together to celebrate the passion and drive of the irrepressible,  
Joe Eisenberg. This is a significant exhibition celebrating artists 
over the last 40 years and their contribution to NSW’s  
cultural landscape. 

Other notable exhibitions this year include The 2014 Archibald 
Prize, Art Express, Hunter based artists Michael Bell,  
Rachael Ireland, Simone Darcy, Linda Greedy, Trevor Weekes, 
Neridah Ackland, Olivia Parsonage  and Barbie Procobis, textile 
artists Julie Ryder; school based exhibitions supporting local 
students with Showcase and FACE, and an important private 
collection of contemporary Aboriginal work in an exhibition titled 
POWER + COLOUR. 

In 2015 MRAG will host a total of 31 exhibitions, of which 84% are 
curated internally, 16 of the 31 exhibitions feature local artists 
and 11 exhibitions will feature mid-career and established artists.  
The exhibition program for 2015 will be mixed with celebrations of 
excitement, sadness, innovation and joy. 

2015 ARTISTIC PROGRAM BY KIM BLUNT

(left) Peter Churcher, Four self-portraits in a bunch of balloons, Image courtesy of Art Gallery of NSW, © the artist (right top) Remain in Light: Photography 
from the MCA Collections at MRAG (right lower) Linda Greedy, Freak Out III, 2014, oil on timber panel, 30 x 30 cm
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SUMMER EXHIBITIONS

(left) Art in Menindee, Blake Garlick, Dark Vader, (detail) 2014, acrylic on canvas, 40 x 30 cm (right top) Remain In Light, Photography from the MCA 
Collection, Elaine Campaner christmas island from the series lapped 2005 pigment print 67 x 89.3cm Museum of Contemporary Art donated through the 
Australian Government’s Cultural Gifts Program by Henry Ergas, 2009. Image courtesy and © the artist (bottom right) Jim Cooper, my family, the album and 
their animals LaTrobe Regional Gallery, from their exhibition LOL: Laugh Out Loud, May to September 2013  

REMAIN IN LIGHT:    
PHOTOGRAPHY FROM THE MCA COLLECTIONS  
28 November 2014 - 1 February 2015 

Exhibition organised and toured by the Museum of Contemporary Art Australia

CHRISTINA CORDERO: ALLEGORIES 
21 November 2014 - 22 February 2015 

JIM COOPER:        
MY FAMILY, THE ALBUM AND THEIR ANIMALS 
21 November 2014 - 8 February 2015

NADIA WATERS: NATURAL BEAUTY  
7 November 2014 - 1 February 2015

ART IN MENINDEE: A REMOTE OUTBACK TOWN  
7 November 2014 - 18 January 2015

2014 BRENDA CLOUTEN MEMORIAL: TRAVELLING 
SCHOLARSHIP FOR A YOUNG ACHIEVER IN VISUAL 
ARTS FINALISTS: INDEAH CLARK, LILY WARD, LISS 
FINNEY AND MICHAELA SWAN   
28 November 2014 - 22 February 2015

ARCHIBALD PRIZE 2014: REGIONAL TOUR 
An Art Gallery of New South Wales exhibition toured by Museums and Galleries of NSW 

17 January - 22 February 2015 

YOUNG ARCHIES 9 January - 22 February 2015
Local young artists 5 - 18 years are invited to
submit a portrait as a part of the Archibald
Prize 2014 Regional Tour at Maitland Regional
Art Gallery. Pick up your entry form from the
gallery or go to www.mrag.org.au 

LINDA GREEDY: SPIN 
7 February - 12 April 2015

SIMONE DARCY: THE BUS STOP PROJECT 
7 February - 19 April 2015

ADRIAN LOCKHART: BOOK MARKS 
7 February - 19 April 2015
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Art education at Maitland Regional Art Gallery is going to have a 
wonderful and dynamic flowering over January 2015 as we host  
FREE ART JANUARY.

Generously sponsored by Maitland Regional Art Gallery Members 
(MRAGM) FREE ART JANUARY is a new and dynamic program of 
events for anyone from 0-99 years.  Activities led by our wonderful 
MRAG art tutors, volunteers and staff will flow inside and outside 
the art gallery in 76 separate activities spread across 12 separate 
programs ranging from Baby Art, Paint-a-Portrait, Sketch Club, to a 
Garden Lounge, Collection Tours and How-to Sessions. 
 
FREE ART JANUARY aims to make MRAG the summer destination 
for anyone and everyone to partake of the varied activity program, 
all free, whilst also enjoying  our 7 January exhibitions including 
2014 Archibald Prize; Remain in Light: Photography from the 
MCA Collection and Art In Menindee: Artworks by students from 
Menindee Central School.  Activities will range from drop in and 
join in sketching, art play and community art-making to booked 
workshops, guided investigations of our Collection and  
How-to Sessions in our workshop spaces. There will be something 
for everyone! 
 
The FREE ART JANUARY program includes 3 late opening Friday 
nights until 8pm so gallery visitors can enjoy cool summer evening 
events in the gallery and gallery garden whilst catching up on the 
artworks, led by that universally popular exhibition The Archibald 
Prize, inside.  Detailed programs of FREE ART JANUARY will be 
available from the art gallery website, gallery front desk and mailed 

out to our mailing list in late December. We are extremely grateful 
to MRAGM as the key sponsor of this new month-long program.  

MRAGM is key to the provision of FREE art education at MRAG 
which is demonstrated in their continuing sponsorship of the free 
Art Sunday program at the art gallery.  

Hope to see you at the art gallery during FREE ART JANUARY.

ART SUNDAYS

*Adult supervision is required.

EVERY SUNDAY 11 AM - 1 PM

For kids* ALL AGES 
and their families

Free

SUMMER EVENTS BY ANNE MCLAUGHLIN
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BY CHERYL FARRELLFROM THE COLLECTION

(left) Adolf Fleischmann, Untitled, 1946, lithograph on paper, Ed 33/100, 23.7 x 17.8cm, Donated to Maitland Regional Art Gallery by Hans and 
Pamela Schuttler, 2013 (middle) Kathleen Petyarre, Untitled, 1990 woodcut on paper, Ed 13/20, 45 x 30 cm, Donated through the Australian 
Government’s Cultural Gifts Program by Helen Eager and Christopher Hodges, 2013  (right) Frank Gohier Roo Tail Soup, 2013 screenprint on ivory 
board, Ed 75/99, 42 x 29.7 cm, Gift of the artist, 2013

MRAG’s Collection grows with significant donations 

This year was another great year for MRAG – we achieved national 
recognition for presenting high quality exhibitions by, once again, 
winning the Museums & Galleries National Award (MAGNA) for 
Exhibitions Temporary or Travelling and the MAPDA award for 
Exhibition Branding design. We are always very proud of what we 
have achieved.

MRAG is also gaining a strong reputation for it’s Collection - a 
wonderful cultural resource and asset of the City of Maitland. The 
MRAG Collection now consists of more than four thousand works of 
art, valued at more than seven million dollars. It is MRAG’s strong 
reputation that has attracted donations of artworks from major 
collectors and artists and the Collection has grown significantly 
over the past eight years, in the main by donations made under the 
Australian Government’s Cultural Gifts Program. This year MRAG 
accepted donations of more than 300 artworks, totalling more 
than $700,000 in value, including work by international artists and 

some of Australia’s most prominent artists including Judy Cassab, 
George Gittoes, Robert Klippel, Jasper Knight, Tim Maguire, 
Kathleen Petyarre, John Olsen, Mike Parr, Ann Thomson and  
Brett Whiteley. 

Artworks from the MRAG Collection can be seen throughout 
the building and are featured regularly in Collection exhibitions, 
however MRAG is committed to sharing our wonderful Collection 
and we have great plans in store to make the Collection even 
more accessible. 

This has begun with our new audio tour, available to download as 
an app or accessed at the gallery with a handset available from 
the MRAG reception staff. In addition in 2015 we will be presenting 
a large retrospective exhibition from the Collection featuring the 
last ten years of collecting works on paper to coincide with Joe 
Eisenberg’s retirement. Until that time MRAG is opening its doors 
as part of FREE ART JANUARY with behind the scenes tours each 
week. I look forward to showing you through the treasure chest.

ART SUNDAYS

*Adult supervision 
  is required.

Looking for something interesting, unique, beautiful, quirky or 
locally crafted? We invite you to explore our Gallery Shop where you 

will find the perfect gift. 
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Nicola Bolton and Linda Greedy are widely exhibited local artists with a 
shared interest in painting and drawing the Australian landscape.

A painter and drawer from an early age, Nicola’s life was played 
against a backdrop of sheep mustering, shearing, polo games 
and the activities associated with a working farm in Goulburn. Her 
work to this day carries the legacy of this wonderful childhood and 
ranges across oil, gouache, ink and charcoal. Nicola can produce a 
series of delicate landscapes one minute and then switch to macro 
views of Australian flora, painting massive waratahs bursting from 
2 metre canvases. These fluctuating media and scale reflect the 
changing bounty of the Australian landscape to which she is so 
closely connected. After a career in graphic design Nicola married 
and raised her family in New York and Australia before studying 
interior design and fine art at Newcastle Art School and University. 
Nicola has held a number of solo and group exhibitions and 
received a number of prizes, including 2011 Wollombi Valley Arts 
Council Emerging Artist prize and inclusion in the NSW Parliament 
Plein Air Prize. She has recently relocated to Maitland where she 
now practices her art full time in her  Bolwarra studio.

Linda Greedy is an artist based in Port Stephens. She has won 
numerous awards including the Barker Maritime, Port Stephens 
and Gosford Art Prizes and has also been selected for the 
NSW Parliament Plein Air Painting Prize Exhibition. Like Nicola, 
Linda painted and drew constantly since childhood.  Linda’s 
subject matter was quite different though as Linda preferred the 
figurative landscape. Her work from an early age was that of social 
commentator. Linda studied art and education at the University of 
Newcastle  before teaching art at Mount View and Cessnock High 

Schools. While bringing up her children and working as an interior 
designer, she majored in painting at Newcastle Art School. MRAG 
has included an exhibition of Linda’s latest series of paintings in 
February as part of its exciting 2015 program. This series is based 
on the sideshow alleys which tour regional Australia. In Linda’s words:

Growing up in a small regional town during the 60s and 70s the 
annual ‘show’ was an exciting time, and as a child, and particularly 
a young teenager it was all about sideshow alley. Lights, noise, 
dust, dirt, fast rides, show bags, kewpie dolls, excessive amounts of 
sugary food, freak shows, boxing tents, all set up for one weekend 
a year at the local showground, it was just a wondrous event. 
Maitland Show is the oldest community show in Australia with the 
first show held in Maitland in 1861. I think MRAG is the  perfect 
venue to hold an exhibition that chronicles and celebrates the 
show, in particular the thrill of sideshow alley.

In July 2014 Linda and Nicola travelled to France. While there, they 
stayed at  the Villa le Reve, the home of Henri Matisse in Provence, 
where they spent 8 days painting, drawing and visiting art 
museums, markets and gardens under the guidance of Australian 
artist Wendy Sharpe. During this wonderful experience, Nicola and 
Linda produced a great body of work  which they plan to exhibit at 
Back to Back Gallery in Cooks Hill. Look out for their exhibition 
entitled Windows, Doors and Dogs of Vence  which will be 
opening 10 July 2015. MRAG will host Linda’s exhibition from  
7 February 2015.

(left) Wendy Sharpe, Linda Greedy and friend, Picasso Museum, Antibes 2014. Image Nicola Bolton (right) Nicola Bolton in the studio, Villa le Reve, 
Vence 2014. Image Linda Greedy.

MEET OUR
MEMBER ARTISTS BY CATHERINE KINGSMILL
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In the lead up to and throughout the festive season the same 
message is being spread far and wide… buy local, support 
practising artisans this Christmas. It is fantastic to see many of you 
popping by with your Christmas lists, ticking a few (or all)  of the 
names off it and perusing the array of amazing pieces we have in 
stock. We are now looking forward to a new year filled with those 
same sentiments… buy local, support practising artisans. 

The gorgeous jewellery or ‘wearable art’ crafted by Kes Harper has 
been stocked in the Gallery Shop since 2011. Kes, who lives and 
works locally, makes the most divine necklaces and earrings from 
highly decorative vintage tin. These pieces are unique, beautifully 
made and the epitome of modern eco style. When speaking to 
Kes her passion is nearly tangible, her artistic practice was born 
out of her desire to be an inventor when she was a little girl. Each 
and every piece she crafts is an invention in some way which is 
incredibly exciting.

Kes recently visited the Gallery Shop with some new treasures in 
tow, a specialised range made from sterling silver. These slightly 
oxidised pieces, organic in their appearance and form are her ‘true 
love’ and reflect her desire to ‘create something that looks almost 
as if it’s been found or discovered’. 

Next time you visit MRAG why not take some time to potter through 
the Gallery Shop. Much of what we stock has been handcrafted in 
Australia and is just gorgeous!  You’re not simply buying a single 
piece of jewellery, ceramic or glass, you are buying a small piece 
of the artist who made it, the result of many experiments and a 
finished product that represents many hours of work. We look 
forward to seeing more of you in 2015!

If you know anyone, or even yourself, who maybe interested in 
stocking their products in the MRAG shop please contact me on 
ashleyg@maitland.nsw.gov.au.

THE GALLERY SHOP BY ASHLEY GRANT

(left) silver disc earrings crafted by Kes Harper available at the Gallery Shop 
(right) abacus necklaces crafted by Kes Harper available at the Gallery Shop

Maitland Regional Art Gallery is proudly supported by:
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ACTIVITIES  
FOR EVERYONE 
AT MRAG 

AT MAITLAND REGIONAL ART GALLERY 2015

ALL FREE  
EVERYONE  
WELCOME

2 - 31  JANUARY  2015
Free Art January was made possible by the generous support of Maitland Regional Art Gallery Members | 230 High St Maitland NSW 2320 | 02 4934 9859 | mrag.org.au


